Music is written on a staff. The staff has five lines. Notes can be written on each of the lines, or in the spaces between the lines.

How Notes are Named

Notes on Lines

Notes in Spaces
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Practice Naming Notes

Write the letter name of each note on the line below it. The first two notes are done for you.

E         F

SAMPLE
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Practice Naming Notes

Write the letter name of each note on the line below it. The first two notes are done for you.

E         F  
G         A  
B         C  
D         E  
F         G  
B         F  
F         A  
D         E  
C         B  
E         G  
F         B  
E         G  
B         F  
F         A  
D         E  
C         B  
E         G  
F         B  

Answer
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